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1. Introduction  

Sanskrit literature is the greatest treasure of human life. Sanskrit drama is always looked upon as a 

form of kavya or poetry. It is classified as Drashya-kavya. Poery which can be presented on the stage or 

which can be seen as contrasted with Shravy-kavya., poetry which can only be heard. Mahakavi 

Kalidas has written total seven books in Sanskrit language. These books are increasing the treasure of 

Sanskrit literature. Dr.  Hashadev Madhav, Dr. Nanavatee, Dr. Uma Deshpande, Dr. Jagannath Pathak, 

Dr. Rajendra Mishra, Dr. Radhavallabh Tripathi and Dr. Raviprasad Dvivedi main poets have 

contributed since A. D. 1980 regarding various poems. Yaxasya   Vasarika’ Fragment Poetry is written 

by Dr. Hashadev Madhav, who is the great poet of Gujarat State. It is need to evaluate Yaxasya   

Vasarika’ Fragment Poetry, which is known as ‘Yaxanee Dayaree’ in Gujaratee language.  

 

2. Introduction of Dr. Hashadev Madhav  

The great poet Dr. Hashadev Madhav was born on 20th October in A. D. 1954, in the small village 

Vartej in Bhavanagar district. His origin name was ‘‘Harshadave’ but he was known as ‘Harshadev.’ 

His father’s name was Manasukhbhai Janee and his mother’s name was Nandanbahen. He stood first at 

M.A. level in Saurashtra University in A. D. 1981. He has obtained Ph. D. (in Sanskrit) degree in A. D. 

1988 under the popular and learned thinker guidance Dr.  Gautam Patel.  He has written various fifteen 

poetries-collections, two dramas-collections in Sanskrit language. He has also published two poetries-

collections in Gujarati language. He has worked as a critic, editor, translator and researcher too. He has 

decorated Sanskrit literature with the greatest creation and his abilities, hence Dr. Hashadev Madhav is 

known as Mahakavi Kalidas of modern Sanskrit literature.  

 

3.‘Yaxasya   Vasarika’ Fragment Poetry of Dr. Hashadev Madhav: An Evaluation:  

Yaxasya Vasarika’ Fragment Poetry is related with ‘Meghdut’ of kalidas but this is original and unique 

creation. Really, Gujarat has established new mile-stone in Sanskrit literature with this modern 

creation.  

 

Main four parts of ‘Yaxasya Vasarika’: 

Creation of Dr. Hashadev Madhav ‘Yaxasya Vasarika.’  is divided into four parts, which are following:  

A. First Part: Shyam Megh       B. Second Part: Arun Megh  

C. Third Part: Rakt Megh         D. Fourth part: Suvarn megh 

 

A. First Part: Shyam Megh: Yax came Ramgiri Mountain with help of plane of Yaxeshvar.  Dr. 

Hashadev Madhav has created a novel for a year as a diary. Yax is far from Alaka, where is his wife. 

He has nothing any luck for listening noise of the steps of his wife.  He is unhappy without his wife. He 

believes her as a highly precious stone. He also remembers the days passed at Manas pond. Vasusen 

gives ring to Yax, so that Yax believes that the earth is praiseworthy.  

B. Second Part: Arun Megh: Yax lives in the small hut at Ramgiri. He is happy for observing clean 

water in the pot and rangoli. Daughter of Rishi named Parthivi goes out near the hut daily. She comes 

everyday for decorating the hut. She is also very beautiful on the earth. Yax is sitting under the banyan 
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tree with her daily. Parthivi disappeared behind the forest.  Yax does not forget his wife. He also 

remembers her father Chandravasu, who has arranged their marriage with the help of Gandhrvaraj. 

Parthivi prepares medicine. Yax and Parthivi both are sitting under the kadamb tree and remembering 

Parthivi’s father Marshi Shankhyayan and mother Satyavati. Parthivi went out for servicing her sick 

father.  

C. Third Part: Rakt Megh:  Both Yax and Parthivi go in the beautiful palace, which is on the bank of 

Vegavati River. Parthivi gives information that she is self princess of Desharpan country. Two servants 

of Vayusen come for decorating the sleeping room. Both Yax and Parthivi go at the Shiva temple and 

accept bound regarding couple life and pass night in the decorated sleeping room. The go to 

Malayachal at Rameshvar temple. Yax save Prthivi from the fast stream of the river. They go in 

Ashram of Matang.    

D. Fourth Part: Suvarn Megh:  One person entered in the hut at the starting of Navratra. Yax also 

entered in the hut very fast. At that time Kaljangh giant entered in the hut for killing Parethivi. At last 

killed Kaljangh giant by yax. Both Parthivi and Yax went to the sea bank. They also passed night on 

sand of sea. They returned in their hut and stayed at night. Parthivi had taken rest in the hut. On the 

second day they both went to Mahrshi Pippalad and taken lunch in the leaf of banana. Parthivi has 

given birth of a child. Now Yax has written second page of his diary, he mentioned that he felt 

happiness on the earth. They both decided to live on the earth.   

 

4. Meghdut’ of Kalidas and ‘Yaxasya Vasarika’ of Dr. Hashadev Madhav  

‘Meghdut’ of Kalidas is divided into two parts: ‘Poorv Megh’ with 67 Shlokas and ‘Uttar Megh’ with 

55 Slokas, but there is nothing any Slok in ‘Yaxasya Vasarika.’  ‘Yaxasya Vasarika.’  is divided into 

four parts. ‘Meghdut’ is very small regarding size, but it is very huge related with popularity.  Yax, 

who is afflicted because of separation from wife or beloved, sends, sends happy message with the help 

of cloud- megh. Both the creations are very popular in Sanskrit literature; hence it is need to study 

comparatively.  

 

Meghdut’ of Kalidas ‘Yaxasya Vasarika’ of Dr. Hashadev    

Madhav: 

-Yax comes from Alakanagari to Ramgiri 

Ashram, but not mention, how does he 

come.  

-Yax comes from Alakanagari to Ramgiri 

Ashram by the plane of Yaxeshvar.  

-Yax remembers his wife at the starting of 

the Ashadth month.  

-There is nothing any season for Yax 

remembering his wife.  

-Yax makes agent to the megh of Ramgiri 

for sending massage.  

-yax does not need any agent like megh for 

sending massage. 

-yax keeps nothing any relation except his 

wife.  

-yax keeps relation with another lady. 

-Yax remembers his wife many times  -Yax remembers his lover Parthivi many 

times 

-Yax decides to go to Alaka to see his wife.  -Yax decides to stay on the earth with 

Parthivi.  

- ‘Meghdut’ of Kalidas is   Fragment Poetry . ‘Yaxasya   Vasarika’ novel of Dr. 

Hashadev Madhav  

- ‘Meghdut’ of Kalidas is devided into two 

parts.  

-Creation of Dr. Hashadev Madhav is 

divided into four parts, 

 

5.  Main Characters of ‘Yaxasya Vasarika’   

Yax and Parthivi:  Creation of Dr. Hashadev Madhav ‘Yaxasya Vasarika.’ is as a novel in Sanskrit 

literature. Main character of this novel is self author Dr. Hashadev Madhav, as a hero.   This diary is for 

a year. He remembers past days, which were passed with his wife.  He remembers hut of Ramagiri and 

lady Parthivi. The daughter of Mahrshi visits his hut daily regularly for servicing Yax. The Main 
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Character of ‘Yaxasya Vasarika.’ is lady Parthivi. Both Yax and Parthivi loved each other. Parthivi is 

very kind lady and she do not want to disturb his life with his wife of Alaka. Yax also saved Parthivi 

from giant Kaljangh. They went to Pippalad in Gurukul. Parthivi has given birth of a child. Yax 

satisfied with her and They both decided to live on the earth because now Yax is happy on the earth. At 

last, Yax has sent last page to Yaxeshvar and second page of the diary to his Partivi. In this way 

character of Yax is pious and very faithful.   

 

6. Conclusion  

Mahakavi Kalidas has written total seven books in Sanskrit language. These books are increasing the 

treasure of Sanskrit literature. Yaxasya Vasarika’ Fragment Poetry is written by Dr. Hashadev Madhav, 

who is the great poet of Gujarat State. Yaxasya Vasarika’ Fragment Poetry is related with ‘Meghdut’ of 

kalidas but this is original and unique creation. Really, Gujarat has established new mile-stone in 

Sanskrit literature with this modern creation. Both Yax and Parthivi loved each other. They both 

decided to live on the earth because now Yax is happy on the earth. In this way character of Yax is 

pious and very faithful. The character of Parthivi is also very faithful lady of the earth.   Dr. Hashadev 

Madhav described the sky, sun, moon, trees, streams, animals. Birds, ponds and air-plane beautifully.  
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